This paper deals with the approximate controllability of impulsive neutral fuzzy stochastic differential equations with nonlocal conditions in a Banach space by using the concept of fuzzy numbers whose values are normal, convex, upper semicontinuous and compact. The hypotheses are obtained by Schauder's and Banach fixed point theorems. The results are obtained by the evolution operator.
Introduction
In , Zadeh initiated the development of the modified set theory known as fuzzy set theory, which is a tool that makes possible the description of vague notions and manipulations with them. The basic idea of fuzzy set theory is simple and natural. In [] the authors studied the basic definitions and properties of fuzzy process, fuzzy number and so on. Stochastic differential equations are used to build more realistic models in economics, social sciences, chemistry, finance, physics and other areas. Therefore, many real world problems can be modeled by stochastic differential equations. The deterministic models often fluctuate due to noise, so we should move from deterministic control to stochastic control problems. In [, ] the basic properties and applications of stochastic differential systems and stochastic control problems were studied. The fuzzy stochastic differential equations could be applicable in the investigation of numerous engineering and economic problems where the phenomena are subjected to randomness and fuzziness simultaneously.
Neutral differential equations are one of the most thoroughly studied classes of equations with distributed arguments. They occur naturally in applied problems that contain in their statement some recurrence property and are discussed in [-] . Impulsive differential equations have been developed in modeling impulsive problems in physics, population dynamics, ecology, biological systems, biotechnology, industrial robotics, pharmacokinetics, optimal control, and so forth. Again associated with this development, a theory of impulsive differential equations has been given extensive attention. However, in addi-tion to impulsive effects, stochastic effects also exist in real systems. Therefore, impulsive stochastic differential systems describing these dynamical systems are subject to both impulsive and stochastic changes. In [, ] these types of impulsive effects and differential systems were studied.
In the literature there are only a few papers that deal with the approximate controllability of fuzzy differential systems, likewise approximate controllability of backward stochastic evolution equations in Hilbert space as discussed in [] . Dauer et al. [] studied the approximate controllability of semilinear functional equations in a Hilbert space. Sakthivel et al. [, ] studied the approximate controllability of nonlinear impulsive differential systems and stochastic systems with unbounded delay. Zang and Li [] discussed the concept of approximate controllability of fraction impulsive neutral stochastic differential equations with nonlocal conditions. Kwun and Park [] presented the optimal control problem for fuzzy differential equations and nonlocal controllability for the semilinear fuzzy integrodifferential equations in an n-dimensional fuzzy vector space. It should be mentioned that there is no work done on the approximate controllability of fuzzy stochastic differential systems. Motivated by the above considerations, in this paper we investigate the approximate controllability for nonlinear impulsive neutral fuzzy stochastic differential equations with nonlocal conditions described by 
is the infinitesimal generator of a C  -semigroup in X and B is a bounded linear operator from U into X. Further, f and g are continuous and compact functions and f : J → X and g : → X are measurable mappings in X-norm, and a neutral variable h is continuous and compact; also h : X → X is a measurable mapping. And here, the function μ : PC(J, X) → X is continuous and the impulsive function I i : X → X is compact. Furthermore, the fixed time
) and x(t + i ) denotes the right and left limits of x(t) at t = t i , and 
Preliminaries
Here, first we define some properties, theorems and lemmas and also recall some basic definitions which are all used in this paper.
A fuzzy set of R n is a function u :
Let E n denote the collection of all fuzzy sets of R n that satisfies the conditions, i.e., u is normal, fuzzy convex, upper semicontinuous and [u]  is compact. We call u ∈ E n an n-dimensional fuzzy number.
And we define the abstract phase space B h , also assume that h :
is bounded and measurable} and equip the space B with the norm
Let us define
If B h is endowed with the norm
) is a Banach space. Now we consider the space
∂U(t,s) ∂t = A(t)U(t, s).
Definition . Let x, y ∈ C(I, E N ), here I is a real interval and E N is the set of all upper semicontinuous convex normal fuzzy numbers with bounded α-level intervals. A mapping x : I → E N is called a fuzzy process. We define
The derivative x (t) of a fuzzy process x is defined by
provided that this equation defines fuzzy x (t) ∈ E N . Definition . A stochastic process x is said to be a mild solution of ()-() if the following conditions are satisfied:
, the process x satisfies the following integral equation:
x(s) ,
and thus (B h , · ) is a Banach space. Set
Clearly, B r is a nonempty, bounded, convex and closed set in B h . Then, for any z ∈ B r , from Lemma . we have
For each t ∈ J, z ∈ B r , we have by the above equation and (A  )
Let x b (x  ; u) be the state value of ()-() at terminal time b corresponding to the control u and the initial value The following theorem gives a formula for a control transferring the initial state x  to some neighborhood of x a at time a.
Theorem . For arbitrary x a ∈ X, the control
where
Approximate controllability
In this section, we state the approximate controllability result for impulsive neutral fuzzy stochastic differential equations under nonlocal conditions by using Schauder's fixed point theorem. Approximate controllability property is the possibility to steer the state of the system from any initial data to a state of arbitrary close to a target by choosing a suitable control.
To establish the result, we introduce the following assumptions on system ()-().
(A  ) When t > s > , then the strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators U(t, s) generated by A(t) is compact and there exist constants
(A  ) (i) The nonlinear function f : J × B h × X → X is continuous, uniformly bounded, strongly measurable and there exists L f >  such that
(ii) For each positive number r, there exists a function δ r ∈ L  (J, R + ) such that
(A  ) The nonlinear function g : J × B h × X → X is continuous, strongly measurable and there exists L g >  such that
(A  ) The function μ : PC(J, X) → X is a nonlocal condition in the following sense, and there exists a constant L μ >  such that
(A  ) I k ∈ C(X, X) and there exists a constant d α k such that
for each x ∈ X, and
(A  ) The function h : J × B h → X is continuous, and there exists L h >  such that
The following notations are introduced for convenience: 
then system ()-() has a solution on J.
Proof Now, define the operator on PC((-∞, b], X), ( x)(t) = φ(t), t ∈ (-∞, ].
From the theorem and definition, let
Take the function y(·) : (-∞, a) → X defined by
then y  = φ, and the map t → y t is continuous. If [x(t)] α is a fuzzy solution of (), then we can write it as [
From the above we describe Z  =  and the function [z(t)] α that satisfies
Let us take the operator :
Obviously, the operator has a fixed point iff has a fixed point. So we want to prove that has a fixed point and the proof has the following steps.
Step : (B q ) ⊆ B q for some q > . We claim that there exists a positive constant q such that
If this condition is false, then for every positive number q, there exists a function z q (·) ∈ B q , but (z q ) does not belong to B q , i.e., |(ψz q )(t)| > q for some t ∈ J. From conditions (A  )-(A  ) and
From conditions (A  ), (A  ) and Note ., then
where Q is independent of q. Dividing both sides by q, we obtain
Thus we have
This contradicts (). Hence for q > , (B q ) ⊆ B q .
Step : maps B q into a precompact set in X.
Now we want to prove that V (t) = ( z)(t) : z ∈ B q is relatively compact in X. The case t =  is true since V () = (). Let  < t ≤ a be fixed,  < < t, for z ∈ B q , we define Set V (t) = ( z)(t) : z ∈ B q is relatively compact in X for every ,  < < t. That is, a finite setỹ j ,  ≤ j ≤ m in X exists such that 
Similarly,
